our athletes against as evidence of the sincerity of our welcome, and the essence of our sportsmanship. It is often the case that Beaver Key is a feature in the remembrance our visitors carry away with them.

The responsibility in the direction of Beaver Key is now under consideration, with the proposal to give the Junior Representative of the Executive committee—at present composed entirely of Seniors. Since the Juniors comprise the active part of the college and society, it seems that such a change would be very desirable in promoting the best interests of the society, and in persuading their interest to make the Techology trips the pleasantest in the schedules of our competitors. Beaver Key fills a definite place in the Institute, and its membership functioning should be encouraged.

GAME OF CHESS FUTURE OF EUROPE

By extending formal recognition to the government of the Spanish Fascist General Francisco Franco, and hinting that his action may alter the "rights" of the contestants in the Spanish Civil War, Fascistic Italy and Germany may well have laid the last section of the fan that links the Spanish configuration with the European powder magazine. Let us consider for a moment a few of the possible consequences of this action.

It is not likely that Socialist-Republicarians, trusted as they are with internal woes, will break with enthusiasm the formal recognition of direct Fascist intervention in Spain and the consequent establishment of a Fascistic state on her borders. And so for Communist Russia, we can expect her to cry out to high heaven that Fascist Spain is arming against all the rules of neutrality, and she would not be long in opening up the aid of her Spanish comrades. And so we would not be at all surprised to see the Spanish revolution turn into a concerted attack on Fascistic Russia by German and Fascistic Italy, the motive power of whom would vary much enjoying a slice of Russian territory.

Not only a reconsideration of the possibilities, of course, and we must sincerely hope that it altogether wrong, but it seems at least that only Heaven, and possibly Great Britain, can do anything about it. And both are apt to be entirely too slow in an emergency as urgent as the present one.

OPEN FORUM

November 17, 1936

Editor, The Tech

In referring to the feature article in last Tuesday’s issue of The Tech, I wish to take this opportunity to praise the Tech for its assistance in the Walker Memorial Committee in presenting our imperious notices — bulletin boards, instigation. As before, bulletin advertising was removed by the Committee immediately following the issue of The Tech.

As there are approximately twenty-five undergraduate bulletin boards in the Institute, the four Sophomores members of the Walker Memorial Committee assigned to this duty are not always able to remove objectionable posters as sometising time. For this reason the Committee is appreciative of any assistance from the Tech.

May I suggest that The Tech would be of much help to the Walker Memorial Committee if it observed the rules pertaining to the undergraduate bulletin boards and views with approval the decision of the Committee to remove its instigation, lawful or not, the existing situation of a number of posters by recognized and nonrecognized activities on the bulletin boards. Regarding the placing of the Greyhound posters, The Tech regrets that the incident happened this time because of an ancient beyond its control. But now the taxation is to be united to assure public legible on the posture question, The Tech will be only too glad to co-operate to the fullest possible extent.

Dr. Compton Explains New Biological Term

Students to Graduate House. On "Biological Engineering"

Biological engineering, according to Dr. Compton, is the outcome of an attempt to find some title under which all the various biological studies at the Institute could be grouped.

Speaking at a graduate house dis- nner Wednesday night, he explained that the name is not, perhaps the best name for such a group, but a name everyone would "grow on me." Dr. Bush, the president remarked, who colored the name, "but it is new and it did not like it at first."

Dr. Compton also gave several examples of what he described as Biological Engineering, proceeding to clarify the meaning of the term.
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